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Lymphocytes generate abundant antigen receptor (AR) genes to recognize an almost infinite
number of epitopes. One challenge is to group AR sequences based on the recognition of a
common epitope. Traditional clustering methods are based on hierarchical clustering, which comes
at a significant computational cost due to pairwise genetic distance comparisons. In this thesis, a
point packing strategy was applied to incrementally break down the data into subsets, which limits
pairwise sequence comparison to the final cluster level. Sub-setting was achieved by picking
maximally spaced anchor sequences from a dataset, iteratively, and assigning the remaining
sequences to the closest anchor. This results in an inverted tree with anchor sequences as nodes
and a descending anchor distance gradient for each layer. In addition, new sequences can be added
to a clustered dataset by comparison with existing anchor nodes to achieve quick positioning and
substantially reduce the computational burden.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1.1 Immunity background
Adaptive immunity plays a key role in recognizing pathogens and is an important determinant of
health and disease in vertebrates. The adaptive immune system responds to the vast diversity of
foreign antigens via the highly polymorphic receptors expressed by B lymphocytes and T
lymphocytes (Hou et al. 2016). Antigen-binding variable regions of B cell receptor (BCR)
immunoglobulin heavy and light chains and 4 types of T cell receptor (TCR) chains, α, β, γ and
,are diversified through random genetic recombination (Pickman, Dunn-Walters, & Mehr, 2013).
Two gene types, Variable (V) gene and Joining (J) gene make up the variable regions for BCR’s
light chain and TCR’s α chain. While the variable regions from the BCR heavy chain and TCR β
chain include another type of gene, Diversity (D), inserting between the multiple V and J segments
(Pickman et al., 2013). Complementarity determining region (CDR), three hyper variable regions,
CDR1, CDR2 and CDR3, have been found and defined in the variable regions of both BCR and
TCR chains (Wang et al., 2017).
Complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3), the most important and polymorphic part of the
gene, determines the antigen binding and specificity of BCR and TCR. Its diversity is generated
by a rearrangement process of variable region including random deletion and addition nucleotides
(Pickman et al., 2013). The resulting CDR3 nucleotide sequence is unique for every lymphocyte
and represents the clonotypic nature of lymphocyte antigen receptors (ARs) (Yassai, Naumov,
Naumova, & Gorski, 2009).
The process of B and T cell clonal selection is initially based on the structural complementary
between ARs and pathogen-derived epitopes (Hershberg & Luning Prak, 2015). As the cells
respond to the immune response and complete their roles, a proportion of them are preserved as
memory cells that serve faster and effective protection should the pathogen occur again. The
immune repertoire is usually defined as the collection of antigen receptors responding to a
particular pathogen. More specifically, it is the sum of AR sequences against all epitopes of a
pathogen (Yassai et al., 2009). A clonal lineage will be created through clonal selection and
expansion upon antigen stimulate (Hershberg & Luning Prak, 2015).
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Composition of the diversified antigen repertoire is complicated and mainly caused by gene
rearrangement. For the immunoglobulin repertoire, multiple different copies of 3 types of gene
segments and varied combinations of these gene segments comprise abundant rearrangement
events. During the recombination process, addition and deletion of nucleotides between gene
segments also contribute junctional diversity. In theory, approximate 3.5 × 10 6 antibody
specificities coupled with 3 × 107 junctional diversity could make up an estimated of as many as
1014 different receptors for human, which even doesn’t include somatic hypermutation (SHM) that
generates more diversity on activated B cells by introducing point mutations to rearranged Vregion genes. Likewise, the total diversity of T-cell receptors for human is around 1015 and 1020
clonotypes theoretically, attributed to combinatorial and junctional diversity. In practice, the
diversity level is likely to be less than the theoretical number in both repertoires. One reason is that
different V gene segments are used with varied frequency, since some of them are common while
others are found rarely. It is also clear that not every combinatorial diversity can assemble a stable
molecule in different conditions, which further leads to the actual diversity of human’s BCR
repertoire being 1011 and TCR repertoire around 1013 (Murphy et al., 2016).
Measurement of the immune repertoire can be viewed as profiling the content of the antigen
receptor structures, which theoretically equals the diversity level of CDR3. Consequently,
lymphocytes with the identical CDR3 could represent the same clonotype (Greiff, Miho, Menzel,
& Reddy, 2015) , hence be defined as functionally identical on the basis of recognition of the same
epitopes. In other words, different AR nucleotide sequences might recognize the same epitope if
their CDR3s converge on the same or similar amino acid sequence. In this light, the number of
unique clonotypes in a given lymphocyte population might insufficiently reflect its actually
functional diversity. A more precise assessment of the functional diversity might hence be obtained
by clustering clonotypes that are likely to recognize the same epitope (herein referred to as
“epitope-specific clusters” (ESCs)). One obvious crux of functional clustering is to define a
similarity threshold that segregates two sequences as non-functionally related.
There is no agreed method for grouping CDR3 sequences into epitope-specific clusters. Most
studies have focused on clustering sequences based on CDR3 sequence similarity. Clustering
based on CDR3 homology can both be achieved at the nucleotide level and the amino acid level
with several distance metrics including Hamming distance (Z. Chen, Collins, Wang, & Gaeta,
2

2010; Jacob Glanville et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2013; Ning Jiang et al., 2011),
edit distance (Z. Chen et al., 2010; Sok et al., 2013) and a metric related to hot-/cold-spot biases
in SHM. (Stern et al., 2014; Konstantinos Tsioris et al., 2015).
Hamming distance is the absolute count of differences between two strings of equal length and it
measures the minimum number of substitutions that could have changed one string into the other
(Gupta et al., 2017). Edit distance, also known as Levenshtein distance (LD), is another method
for quantifying the degree of similarity between two strings by counting the minimum number of
possible ways, including the deletion, insertion and substitution of single characters, to transform
one string into the other string (Navarro, 2001). The LD can be used to compare two strings of
unequal length. SHM occurs when B cells are activated to respond to antigen and signals, only
causing mutations in rearranged VH and V L genes but not affecting C-region and other genes
expressed in B cells. The pattern of base changes happens throughout the V region, but not
absolutely randomly. SHM patterns of certain hot-spot mutations in B cell immunoglobulin
sequences show intrinsic biases for particular codon usage and base composition (Yaari et al.,
2013). It is also suggested that an appropriate estimation of the preference for one nucleotide being
mutated to other 3 possible nucleotides can contribute to the analysis the feature of B cell clonal
expression and selection (Gupta et al., 2017), though the mechanism of SHM is hard to define
properly.

1.2 Analysis methods of CDR3 sequences
1.2.1

Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering, the most commonly used approach, produces a hierarchy of sequences by
grouping sequences into clusters (Gupta et al., 2017). There are two types of hierarchical
clustering: divisive and agglomerative. Divisive clustering is a “top down” approach, in which all
sequences start out in one cluster and are then recursively partitioned into pairs of clusters based
on the maximum distance until all clusters have only a single sequence. Agglomerative clustering
is an alternative method that employs a “bottom up” strategy. In this method, each instance is a
separate cluster at first. Subsequently, the two clusters with the shortest distance are merged until
all the instances are combined into a single cluster.
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Compared to divisive clustering, agglomerative clustering allows users to flexibly define the
optimal shortest distance measurement with varied linkage methods including single linkage (Jiang
et al., 2013; Ning Jiang et al., 2011; Stern et al., 2014; K. Tsioris et al., 2015), average linkage (Z.
Chen et al., 2010), complete linkage (Ademokun et al., 2011) and centroid linkage in different
types of sequences. Single linkage combines two clusters by selecting the minimum distance
between the instance x and y from all the pairwise distances, which x is in one cluster and y is in
the other. Since this procedure only takes into consideration the smallest distance, the chaining
effect may appear amongst the clusters when only one instance from cluster is close to another
instance from a separate cluster, resulting in several clusters being joined together. In contrast,
complete linkage focuses on the maximum distance between pairs of instances and seeks compact
clusters. One problem for this method is that outlier sequences may prevent joining of close
clusters. Average linkage takes the average of all pairs as the shortest distance, acting as a
compromise to avoid the “chaining phenomenon” caused by single linkage and balancing the
sensitivity of outliers in complete linkage (Murtagh & Contreras, 2017). Sometimes, median can
replace average when the average doesn’t reflect the real distribution of instances.
1.2.2

Construction of lineage trees for B cell receptor sequences

Lineage trees can be used for profiling the diversity about B cell clonal lineages through maximum
likelihood estimation. B cells modify the sequence of their antigen receptor genes during the course
of an immune response through somatic mutations of the gene. This process is referred to as
affinity maturation and is directed at increasing the affinity of an antibody for its cognate ligand.
Normally, lineage trees represent the most probable evolutionary relationship from the original
root sequence (the germline sequence of a given gene) to the experimentally determined sequence
of the respective clone. The process of creating lineage trees is based on the concept of
phylogenetic trees. However, one major difference is that the root of the lineage tree is generally
known while the root of a phylogenetic tree may or may not be known. Another difference is that
internal nodes can be calculated and deduced in lineage trees while they can’t in phylogenetic trees
(Barak, Zuckerman, Edelman, Unger, & Mehr, 2008). Finally, for lineage trees, the average
number of branches per node can reflect properties such as the mutation rate, selection strength
and affinity level.
4

Barak et al. (2008) developed a heuristic algorithm called IgTree to construct a lineage tree of
the Ig variable region gene sequences. In this study, internal nodes were added such that every
sequence was separated from its most probable parent by one mutation only and the number of
mutations was minimized. In other words, if a node had no branch, the node was set as a leaf. In
contrast, if a node had at least one branch, intermediate nodes were added to the lineage tree until
all internal nodes were separated by a single nucleotide only. Reversions were also assessed and
the tree was modified until no further improvements were possible. The properties of IgTree
allow to easily infer the most likely sequence of mutations and improve accuracy by comparing
every mutated sequence to its ancestor and the germline sequence (Barak et al., 2008).
Sok et al. (2013) developed ImmuniTree, a clustering algorithm based on Bayesian phylogenetic
inference, to model SHM in antibody lineages (Sok et al., 2013). The authors reasoned that some
sequencing noises can cause variance of reads, a phenomenon that was neglected when explaining
the diversified reads only by a single mutation model. Besides, SHM is a continuous process, while
observed experimental data only reflects the status at a given point of time. If the mutation process
continuously occurs throughout a long-time span, then the observed data can only reflect the end
of the state and generate the taxonomy results in a short time frame. ImmuniTree stresses out the
combination of the feature of SHM and experimental sequencing results to fit the lineages created
under a short-term frame. ImmuniTree can at most identify erroneous sequencing reads, which not
only eliminates excessive branching of the tree also reduces the computational burden arising from
treating erroneous reads as actual somatic mutations. The algorithm relies on the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework to describe the probabilistic space on the clonal expansion
process and sequencing process. This method utilized aligned sequencing reads as input and
iteratively generated a hypothetical tree as output to showcase how the data were created.
Intermediate nodes were added randomly during each iteration and were only kept if they better
explained the data. Subsequently, all nodes defined by actual sequence data as well as inferred
intermediate nodes were updated through a MCMC-based inference algorithm until a tree with the
highest likelihood was returned. Every node of this hypothetical tree was associated with predicted
sequence and real read, the difference between the node sequence and its parent means a new
mutation and the disagreement between the node sequence and the read means a sequencing error.
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1.2.3

TCR bias and space distance measures of T cell receptor genes

Although characterization of variant CDR3 sequences has revealed a vast TCR repertoire, it has
been observed that TCR compositions are commonly restricted, a phenomenon known as TCR
bias (Turner, Doherty, McCluskey, & Rossjohn, 2006). The bias can be summarized into 3 main
types: Type1 bias occurs if sequences use the same variable (V) gene but with little or absolutely
no similarity in the CDR3 region or J gene. The CDR3 region consists of non-template nucleotides
(N) and non-precise joining happened at the V(D)J junctions. Type 2 bias is defined as sequences
using the same V gene, and sharing conserved amino acids in the same position or “motifs” in
CDR3 region, where the motif may include at least one amino acid or at most four amino acids.
Type 3 TCR bias is defined as sequences having identical V genes, CDR3 regions and J genes
(Turner et al., 2006). The understanding of TCR bias not only sheds insight on the analysis of TCR
repertoires, but also offers structural information on the binding of TCR to peptide and major
histocompatibility complexes (p-MHC).
In order to characterize epitope-specific TCR repertoires, Dash et al. (2017) exploited a space
distance measure, called TCRdist, on the basis of p-MHC binding properties. In this study,
TCRdist was described as the similarity-weighted mismatch Hamming distance of amino acid
sequences between 2 receptor sequences. The mismatch distance was computed based on the
BLOSUM62 substitution matrix and a gap penalty was introduced to balance gene length
variations. For every TCR repertoire, a cluster center was selected based on a fixed distance
threshold that guaranteed the largest number of neighbors and at each step the center TCR and its
neighbors were removed until all TCR were clustered through this repeated process. Dash et
al.(2017) used the same threshold for all repertoires to gain considerably homogeneous clusters
with adequate size.

1.3 Clustering of CDR3 sequences
1.3.1

Distance thresholds deduced from biological data

Hershberg et al. (2015) stressed the question of which sequence could be compared first when
many sequences need to be compared together, regardless of which sequence similarity metrics
are applied. Hershberg er al. hold that randomly picking a unique sequence as a start to identify
the clone may farther away the clone center. Instead, they suggested that sequences were grouped
6

on the basis of their germline V and J gene usage and their CDR3 length. Once grouped in this
manner, sequences can be considered clonally related if they are below a certain threshold of
mutation frequency. Hershberg also pointed out that thresholds may need to be adjusted based on
the type of immune response. For example, a higher threshold might need to be applied in highly
mutated repertoires. On the basis of this principle, most studies first group sequences by V and J
gene usage and junctional length before applying clustering algorithms to the data (Z. Chen et al.,
2010; J. Glanville et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2013; N. Jiang et al., 2011; Konstantinos Tsioris et al.,
2015).
When analyzing Hamming distances of human IGH repertoires after influenza vaccination on an
amino acid level, Jiang et al. (2013) found a bimodal distribution of HDs. He interpreted the first
peak at HD 1 to represent sequences that arose from mutations of a common progenitor sequence.
Conversely, the second peak at HD 4 to 10 was assumed to represent sequences that were generated
by independent VDJ recombination. He hence grouped protein sequences with identical V and J
genes that differed by one amino acid into one lineage, representing a biological clone under clonal
expansion.
A bimodal distribution of Hamming distances on an amino acid level was also observed by
Glanville et al. (2011). In order to avoid possible bias created by over-counting of the expanded
clones when clustering clones of antibody repertoires, he selected only one representative of each
unique VDJ rearrangement by the same V gene, J gene and CDR3 length. The threshold was
defined by comparing distances to the next closest clone between all clones within an individual’s
samples and between different individuals’ samples. It was assumed that one individual could have
clonal variants while clonal variants wouldn’t be shared by different individuals. The final
parameter for clustering amino acid sequences was that they differed by less than 3 amino acids.
This threshold was based on the observation of a bimodal HD distribution and this value best
separated the two peaks.
Gupta et al. (2017) also observed a bimodal distribution of HDs in 3 datasets from healthy humans
as well as patients with Dengue and West Nile virus infection. The authors found that distance
thresholds differed between datasets, which might suggest that distance threshold for clonal
grouping might be specific to datasets.
7

1.3.2

Arbitrary distance thresholds

A different approach of grouping CDR3 sequences is to arbitrarily define a distance threshold
within clonal groups. Zhu et al. (2013) grouped sequences by having a divergence of 20% or lower
within a germline V gene family, which results in sequences have no more than 5 nucleotides per
group in the CDR3 region. The resulting CDR3 groups were then merged based on 3 additional
criteria: 1) their CDR3 sequence length was identical 2) their amino acid sequences shared identity
over 80 percent 3) their V genes didn’t diverge significantly during group merging. Wu et al.
(2011) clustered CDR3 sequences as a group by no more than 5 nucleotide differences. Similarly,
sequences with a maximum of 3 nucleotide difference were considered clonal by Laserson et al.
(2014). In this study, over 1.4 million clones were observed in total, but only around 150,000
clones were supported by more than three sequencing reads and only 24 clones were supported by
over 10,000 reads. A more stringent strategy was introduced by Bolotin et al. (2012), which did
not allow more than two mismatches in V genes and J genes and no more than one in D genes.
Sok et al. (2013) selected V and J genes with a certain mutation frequency from the germline
sequence and applied multiple cut-off values to define unique clones. The edit distance 4-5 was
considered as the optimal value to evaluate clustering quality in the hierarchical clustering linkage
tree, because a qualitative change occurred at that distance on the distribution of distances.
Chen et al. (2010) compared 3 pairwise distance measures including un-normalized, postnormalized and normalized edit distance between CDR3 sequences. In this study, un-normalized
edit distance created biased results when comparing different length pairs. In contrast, postnormalized edit distance yielded smaller values when comparing similar length pairs (Z. Chen et
al., 2010). Normalized edit distance, which is independent of sequence length, performed better
than the other two measures. Given that clonally related IGH sequences can share the same
germline genes, V and J genes were also compared pairwise and penalties were introduced for
mismatching genes, mismatching family and mismatching alleles on the basis of normalized edit
distance. The resulting distance measure improved accuracy as compared to the normalized edit
distance alone (Z. Chen et al., 2010). Hierarchical clustering algorithm was implemented to group
sequences based on the pairwise comparison results and an average linkage was applied for
calculating the mean of distance between members of clusters. The threshold to define a clonally
related group was chosen based on the discrimination between related- and unrelated- clusters in
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an evaluation plot that shows the relationship between cumulative merging number of clusters and
clustering merging distance plot (Z. Chen et al., 2010).

1.4 Clustering CDR3 sequences based on full-length genes
Somatic hypermutation (SHM) patterns in immunoglobulin sequences shows intrinsic biases for
base composition and some particular codon usage (Yaari et al., 2013). Nucleotide substitution
estimates can be used for the analysis about B cell clonal expansion, selection and evolution (Gupta
et al., 2017). Yaari et al. (2013) constructed the “S5F” model, which could be used to illustrate
nearly the half of variance in the observed mutations and suggesting that substitution patterns are
influenced by neighboring bases. Tsioris et al. (2015) quantified the distance of clonal groups by
introducing a weighted S5F somatic hyper mutation model based on the number of point mutation.
Combined with above methods, Gupta et al. (2017) applied hierarchical clustering-based methods
to compare two types of distance metrics, the bias of SHM and Hamming distance, on both
experimental and simulated data to cluster sequences into clones. This research found that the
hierarchical clustering-based single linkage method with nucleotide sequence Hamming distance
provided high specificity, sensitivity and positive predictive value.
Bashford et al. (2013) analyzed BCR sequence relationships using full-length sequences instead
of V-D-J gene-based grouping and constructed a network to visualize this relationship. Each vertex
represented a unique sequence and the size of every vertex correlated with read numbers. Edges
connected vertices that varied by one nucleotide. Clusters were finally grouped by interconnected
vertices. The network analysis revealed that healthy individuals had more diverse BCR repertoires
than patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia.

1.5 Purpose of this research
Considering the potential diversity of antigen receptors, approximately 1011 for human’s BCR
repertoire and 1013 for TCR repertoire, obviously traditional clustering methods are based on
determining the genetic distance between pair of sequences is not a feasible method for such a
huge amount of data. The big challenge not only comes at a significant computational cost but also
strains memory requirement. Moreover, if additional sequences are introduced to a batch of
clustered sequences, genetic distances have to be recalculated among the new sequences, and
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between the new and existed sequences. On the other hand, apart from the potential computation
burden of pairwise comparisons, it is also necessary to explore a naturally existing threshold to
separate closely related (epitope-specific) sequences and dissimilar ones.
In this study, a basic exploration of genetic distance between full length of CDR3 nucleotide
sequences from BCR and TCR repertoires was used for the clustering analysis. At the same time,
the major research goal is to devise a more efficient clustering algorithm that circumvents the need
for pairwise distance calculations across the entire large dataset and reduce the computational cost
on large scale datasets. A clear threshold of genetic distance could be easily detected for defining
an epitope-specific cluster as well.
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Chapter 2:
Preliminary clustering threshold exploration of
CDR3 nucleotide sequences based on pairwise comparison
2.1 The length distribution of CDR3 nucleotide sequences
Two datasets were used for this research: 1) Immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) sequences from
three healthy dogs and 2) T-cell receptor beta chain (TRB) sequences from 29 dogs with
thyroiditis. The IGH dataset comprised 3 different tissues including spleen (SP), bone marrow
(BM) and mesenteric lymph node (LN), each with technical and biological replicates resulting in
a total of 36 samples (Hwang et al., under review). The TRB dataset was generated from formalinfixed and paraffin embedded specimens of thyroid gland of dogs that showed histopathological
evidence of inflammation (manuscript in preparation). Technical replicates were done for all
specimens resulting in a total of 58 samples. Variable and joining gene identification and extraction
of CDR3 nucleotide sequences was done using the ARResT/Interrogate platform (Bystri et al.
2016).
First, statistical analysis about different length distributions were performed for two datasets. The
IGH dataset comprised a total of 338,885 unique DNA sequences and, the range of CDR3 sequence
length was constrained from 18 to 354 nucleotides under the minimum read threshold of
ARResT/Interrogate platform analysis. Most of the CDR3 lengths were between 21 and 90
nucleotides and exhibited a nearly normal distribution (Figure 2.1A). CDR3 sequences with 48
and 45 bp length were the most common comprising 14.28% and 13.87% separately. In contrast
to the IGH repertoire, the TRB dataset showed a smaller diversity comprising 48,855 different
nucleotide sequences in total. Consequently, the IGH dataset was almost 7 times the size of the
TRB dataset. This imbalance is reflective of the fact that thyroid glands contain fewer lymphocytes
than lymphoid organs. More specifically, the CDR3 sequence length span in TRB dataset was set
from 6 to 243 nucleotides as well as obeying the ARResT/Interrogate platform’s analysis
requirement, which was also shorter than the IGH dataset (Figure 2.1 B). Most of the CDR3 lengths
were centralized distribution from 30 to 63 nucleotides and the most frequent CDR3 lengths were
45 bp and 42 bp with 26.11% and 25.14% of all reads, respectively. In the TRB dataset, 4 CDR3
lengths (45, 42, 39 and 48 bp) accounted for nearly 80% of all sequences.
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Figure 2.1 The distribution of CDR3 nucleotide length in the IGH dataset (A) and the TRB dataset
(B).
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2.2 Hamming distance analysis by sample
2.2.1

Pairwise calculation of Hamming distances for IGH samples

Following analysis of the CDR3 length distribution, the IGH dataset was stratified by CDR3
sequence length and sequences with length 45 and 48 bp were used for further analysis. Hamming
distance was used as the genetic distance measurement by calculating the sum of the absolute count
of differences between two CDR3 sequences with the same length. In this study, pairwise
comparison refers to the process where every sequence from the dataset will pairwise calculate the
genetic distance between itself and all other sequences to attain all comparative results among the
dataset. Pairwise sequence comparison was conducted for all 36 samples separately and the results
were shown by kernel density plots.
For the IGH dataset, the density plots of CDR3 length 45 showed a nearly normally distributed
Hamming distance distribution for every sample. Similarly, most of samples with CDR3 length of
48 also demonstrated normally distributed results except for two samples: 2LN1-1 (including 1706
sequences) and 2LN1-2 (including 1420 sequences) displaying a second, smaller peak between
Hamming distances 1 to 10. The comparison of Hamming distance density distribution between
two lengths of CDR3 (45 and 48) in sample 2LN1-1 and 2LN1-2 are shown in Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3 The HD minimum between both peaks occurred in sample 2LN1-1 and sample 2LN12 were similar, around HD 10. All other HD density distribution plots for IGH samples with CDR3
lengths of 48 and 45 are showed in Appendix S.1 and Appendix S.2.
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Figure 2.2 The Hamming distance density distribution of IGH Sample 2LN1-1 with CDR3 length
45 (1293 sequences) (A) and CDR3 length 48 (1706 sequences) (B).

Figure 2.3 The Hamming distance density distribution of IGH Sample 2LN1-2 with CDR3 length
45 (1173 sequences) (A) and CDR3 length 48 (1420 sequences) (B).
2.2.2

Pairwise comparison of Hamming distances for TRB samples

The assessment of HDs was done analogously for the TRB dataset using sequences of lengths 42
and 45 bp and the results were expressed as kernel density plots.
In contrast to the IGH dataset where only two sampled with CDR3 length of 48 bp showed a
bimodal distribution, most TRB samples showed a bimodal distribution for at least one CDR3
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sequence length (Figure 2.4). Some samples, like 08-N0418D-1, 14-028567-A2T-1, 14-028567A2T-2, 14-061030-5-1, 14-061030-5-2, 14-087684-5-1, 14-087684-5-2, 16-065421-1-2, 16N3501E-1 and 16-N3501E-2, showed a lower height of first peak than other samples which have
distinct bimodal distribution on both lengths of CDR3 sequences. All Hamming distance density
distribution plots for TRB samples with CDR3 lengths of 45 and 42 are shown in Appendix S.3
and Appendix S.4. The minimum between both peaks varied slightly between HD 9 to 12. Figure
2.4 contrasts a less distinct bimodal distribution for CDR3 length 42 bp (A) with a distinct bimodal
distribution for CDR3 length 45 (B) (sample 15-095878-1-2). Figure 2.5 shows two less distinct
bimodal distributions from sample 14-087684-5-1 for different CDR3 lengths.

Figure 2.4 The Hamming distance density distribution of TRB Sample 15-095878-1-2 with CDR3
length 42 (284 sequences) (A) and CDR3 length 45 (205 sequences) (B).
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Figure 2.5 The Hamming distance density distribution of TRB Sample 14-087684-5-1 with CDR3
length 42 (372 sequences) (A) and CDR3 length 45 (366 sequences) (B).

2.3 Hamming distance analysis for combined samples
2.3.1

Pairwise comparison of Hamming distances on IGH datasets

In chapter 2.2.1, all IGH samples displayed normal distribution patterns of HDs for 2 different
CDR3 lengths with the exception of samples 2LN1-1 and 2LN1-2. To include the assessment of
HDs between sequences from different samples, CDR3 nucleotide sequences from all 36 samples
were combined by length resulting into 2 new datasets, IGH-45 and IGH-48.
For each dataset, the Hamming distance was used as the genetic distance measure between pairs
of sequences. The HDs were computed using a SHARCNet’s orca development node with AMD®
Opteron® 2.2GHz 24 cores CPU and 32G memory configuration. The IGH-45 dataset comprised
47,017 unique sequences and resulted in a 3.1 GB file with 1,105,275,636 Hamming distance
results. The data was created by pairwise comparisons and the running time was 6 hours and 45
minutes. The IGH-48 dataset consisted of 48,395 sequences resulting in a total of 1,171,013,815
pairwise comparisons, a 3.3 GB file and a run time of 7 hours 23 minutes. The results of the
Hamming distance analysis are shown using kernel density plots in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 The Hamming distance density distribution of IGH-45 dataset with CDR3 (47,107
sequences) (A) and IGH-48 (48,395 sequences) (B).
2.3.2

Pairwise comparison of Hamming distances on TRB datasets

In contrast to IGH samples, most TRB samples showed a bimodal HD distribution and the
minimum between two peaks varied slightly between samples. Analogous to the IGH dataset,
CDR3 nucleotide sequences from 58 samples with length of 42 and 45 were combined creating
the datasets TRB-42 and TRB-45, respectively. The Hamming Distance of sequences in both
datasets assessed as previously described.
The TRB dataset TRB-42 and TRB-45 were comprised of 12,280 and 12,755 nucleotide
sequences, respectively. Because both datasets were significantly smaller than the two IGH
datasets, computation was conducted through a basic Linux system using the login node of
SHARCNet’s orca platform with Intel® Xeon® 2GHz 4 cores CPU and 3G RAM configuration.
A total of 75,393,060 and 81,338,635 pairwise Hamming distances were generated in 9 and 11
minutes for the TRB-42 and TRB-45 datasets, respectively. The Hamming distance density
distribution plots for both datasets all showed a nearly normal distribution as compared to the
bimodal distribution seen for non-combined samples (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7 The Hamming distance density distribution of TRB-42 dataset with CDR3 (12,280
sequences) (A) and TRB-45 (12,755 sequences) (B).
2.3.3

Running time comparisons based on different configurations

Considering development nodes in orca host of SHARCNet are a shared resource, their
performance is influenced by different usages and hence not constant. A more reproducible run
time was achieved by submitting on orca SHARCNET with Intel® Xeon® 2.6Ghz 24 cores CPU
and 32G RAM configuration. The new and stable configuration was used to facilitate evaluation
pairwise comparisons on 4 whole datasets. The running time for TRB and IGH datasets are
summarized and listed as references combined with other mentioned configurations’ performance
in chapter 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1 A summary of running time for 4 datasets to compare pairwise genetic distance
comparison on different sized datasets.

Dataset

Dataset

Pairwise

Result file

name

size

comparison

size

number

Running time

Running time

Running time

Intel® Xeon®

AMD® Opteron®

Intel® Xeon®

2GHz

2.2GHz

2.6GHz

(4 Cores CPU

(24 Cores CPU

(24 Cores

3G RAM)

32G RAM)

CPU 32G
RAM)

TRB-42

12,280

75,393,060

216M

9 minutes

27 minutes

17 minutes

81,338,635

233M

11minutes

29 minutes

19 minutes

1,105,275,636

3.1G

Killed

6 hours

4 hours

45 minutes

14 minutes

7 hours

4 hours

23 minutes

45 minutes

sequences

TRB-45

12,755
sequences

IGH-45

47,107
sequences

IGH-48

48,395

1,171,013,815

3.3G

Killed

sequences

2.4 Discussion
When calculating Hamming distances for two different datasets on a ‘per sample’ basis, the IGH
samples generally showed a normal distribution while the TRB samples showed a bimodal
distribution, suggesting that the TRB dataset contained a higher percentage of ‘related’ sequences.
This observation makes sense biologically because these sequences were obtained from an organ
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with an autoimmune disease that should be enriched with lymphocytes directed against
autoimmune epitopes. Consequently, the receptor repertoire should be narrower as compared to
the IGH dataset, which was derived from lymphoid organs of normal dog. Alternatively, the
presence or absence of a bimodal distribution might be related to the number of sequences per
sample.
When calculating Hamming distances for both datasets by combining sequences from different
samples with equal length, both TRB datasets showed a normal distribution. Similarly, both IGH
datasets with combined samples showed a normal distribution. This is less surprising since only
one replicate sample showed a bimodal distribution in the ‘by sample’ analysis to start with. One
possible explanation for this phenomenon is that performing pairwise comparisons may not fit
large-scale datasets and the distribution model may be a function of the number of sequences per
sample. Samples with fewer sequences tended to have a bimodal distribution. The observation of
a bimodal distribution would support the notion that CDR3 sequences naturally cluster and that
defining a HD cut-off could be feasible to group lymphocytes that recognize a common antigen.
Interestingly, TRB samples such as 15-N1198B-2 with 425 sequences showed a bimodal
distribution whereas smaller samples such as 16-N65421-1-1with 119 sequences showed a normal
distribution. Furthermore, the IGH samples 2LN1-1 and 2LN1-2 also showed a bimodal
distribution even though the number of sequences per sample were similar to other IGH samples
with normal distributions. These findings indicate that the HD distribution of a sample is not only
determined by the number of sequences per samples but that the composition of sequences
themselves, i.e. the underlying biology, might influence the final distribution.
A problem that became evident when executing pairwise comparisons on large-scale data sets is
the computational cost. First, the analyses of the IGH-45 and IGH-48 datasets were done using the
SHARCNet platform’s login node with Intel® Xeon® 2GHz 4 cores CPU and 3G RAM
configuration but the processes were terminated prematurely because of the large memory
consumption. The large memory requirements were accommodated through use of SHARCNet’s
development nodes. However, since development nodes are a shared resource, their performance
is not constant and is related to daily usages of different users. Upgrading development nodes to
job submitting function by the usage of whole nodes can ensure the best performance on orca host.
Although the speed of large-scale datasets like IGH-45 and IGH-48 was increased, both running
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time of TRB-42 and TRB-45 on pairwise comparisons becomes longer than the login nodes with
lower configurations. The results suggested using higher configurations (whole nodes) of
SHARCNet platform may exist some limitation when the data are compatible size like the TRB
dataset we used.
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Chapter 3:

Hyper-dimensional point packing algorithm

3.1 Point packing problems
Considering the computing cost of pairwise comparison of genetic distances, a more efficient
clustering method of CDR3 sequences is proposed that is based on a hyper-dimensional point
packing algorithm. Point packing addresses a type of optimization problem and seeks to pack
points into a data space, while maintaining a minimum distance between points. In geometry,
packing points into a space can be compared to arranging circles of equal size without overlap, so
that the set can achieve the maximal coverage of the data space (Ashlock et al., 2016). Ashlock et
al. (2016) illustrated the rescaling process by converting circle packing to point packing. Figure
3.1 from (Ashlock et al., 2016) illustrates the change in dimension between the outer and inner
square. The outer square represents circle packing while the inner square represents point packing.
A complex packing problem can therefore be simplified into an assembly of points.

Figure 3.1 A schematic of rescaling when transforming circle packing to point packing (Ashlock
et al., 2016).
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The only requirement for the points used in the packing is that they maximize the density of the
packing given the minimum Hamming distance constraint. More specifically, the density of points
is evaluated through pairwise distances in the data space. The shorter the distance, the greater the
density. In summary, point packing arranges as many points as possible such that the pairwise
distance between points is at least a given minimum distance. And a side effect of maximizing the
number of points at a given minimum distance is that the points are close to evenly spaced.
In this study, point packing was applied to cluster CDR3 sequences. In short, point packing was
used to identify a set of maximally spaced sequences from a dataset, which were defined as
‘anchor’ sequences. Every remaining sequence was assigned to the nearest anchor based on genetic
distance. The point/anchor seeking process and assignment of sequences to anchors was performed
iteratively on each resulting sequence subset, which breaks up a large dataset into reasonable
smaller subsets, each with a representative anchor sequence. The collection of anchor sequences
imposes a tree-structured index on the data that permits rapid location of sequences most similar
to a query sequence.

3.2 Core algorithms
The Conway crossover operator (CCO) was used to solve this point packing problem. The CCO
uses a greedy algorithm, Conway’s lexicode algorithm (CLA), to build a new subset of points and
the point members are within the minimum distance in some order. The concept of points was
rendered as specific sequences in this project. Details (Dube et al., 2018) of CLA’s application on
CDR3 sequences are given below.
Conway’s Lexicode Algorithm (CLA)
Input: A dataset T of CDR3 sequences,
A minimum Hamming distance: d
Output: A subset S of CDR3 sequences from T such that every pair of sequences has distance d
or more
Details: An empty set of sequences S is initialized
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Pass through every sequence into T in order
If the distance between the sequence and every member of S satisfies minimum d, then
add this sequence into subset S
Return S
When the CCO was applied to select CDR3 anchor sequences, the parameter of ‘population size’
(N) was introduced to profile the process of constructing N anchor subsets as a population of
potential anchor sets. Population members were initialized from 1000 random sequences and the
CLA was applied to these sequences to generate initial, tentative anchor sets. After this step, every
subset was composed of different number of sequences that satisfy the requirement of a minimum
Hamming distance. This population was then updated multiple times in the following manner.
Three subsets from total N subsets were chosen and only two larger sets will be picked after
comparison. These two larger subsets are run through crossover operator. The union of these two
larger subsets was augmented with R random sequences. These sequences were then shuffled and
run through the CLA algorithm to produce a new collection of sequences, still obeying the
minimum Hamming distance constraint, and this new collection replaced the smallest of the three
sets chosen. If the newly created subset after CCO was smaller than the smallest subset chosen,
the replacement wasn’t made. In each run, the updating step was repeated with 1000 times. The
best set of anchors in the final population is the final result of this evolutionary algorithm. A total
of 30 evolutionary runs were performed and the resulting 30 candidate anchor sets were evaluated
further. Details of applying the CCO algorithm to CDR3 sequences are given below.
Conway’s Crossover Operator (CCO)
Input: Larger CDR3 sequences subsets S1, S2, with minimum distance d in order
A random material rate R
A minimum distance (Hamming distance): d
Output: Only one subset of CDR3 sequences with minimum distance d
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Details: Two subsets S1 and S2 were combined as a union.
Generate R random CDR3 sequences and add them to the S1 and S2 collection union as a
new union
Shuffled the union into a new random order.
Apply CLA on the shuffled union as a filter to retrieve a new subset of CDR3 sequences
within the minimum distance d.

3.3 Application of point packing on AR datasets
There are two parameters that significantly influence the point packing process, the population
size N and the random material rate R. Ashlock et al. (2016) found that not only smaller values of
population size were needed to permit good performance of the CCO and slightly changed random
material rate could yield different levels of fitness. Combined with the actual sizes of 4
experimental sequence datasets (average 47,751 sequences in 2 IGH datasets and 12,517
sequences in 2 TRB datasets), the population size N was designed across 10, 100, 500, 1000 and
the random material rate R was varied as 4 gradients 10, 30, 50, 100 in this study. Once the optimal
parameter combination was confirmed, it will be saved as fixed values for use when exploring the
best anchor set under the different conditions of minimum distances.
Similarly, the minimum distance d also plays a key role in influencing the running speed of CCO
and core algorithm. According with the results of pairwise comparison for certain length of
datasets in chapter 2.3, the main Hamming distance differences between pairs were concentrated
on the 10 to 30 for 4 datasets, the distance differences over 30 were adopted in this study. To be
specific, considering experimental datasets were varied lengths, Hamming distance from 30 to 38
with 2 gradient increments were generally applied to 2 types of length, 48 and 45.
After the experiment of the CCO, a total of 30 candidate anchor sets will be picked and all anchor
set members are non-repetitive sequences. The evaluation of parameter quality was first based on
the total numbers of fitness (anchor sequences). For the same dataset, more anchor candidates were
picked means the dataset could be separated into more parts, which can also improve the quality
of clustering in general. Not only the anchor quantity, the anchor quality is also another crucial
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factor can influence the clustering results. In this thesis, the concept of ambiguous sequence was
introduced and defined as a sequence with the equal genetic distance (Hamming distance) to
different anchors, while the unambiguous sequence can be distinguished by the differences of
distance from sequence to its closest anchor and its second closet anchor (Figure 3.2). In other
word, a group of good anchor sequences is supposed to at most separate other non-anchor
sequences by maximizing unambiguous sequences and minimizing the ratio of ambiguous
sequences.

Figure 3.2 A scheme example of explaining ambiguous sequence and unambiguous sequence.
3.3.1

Exploration of parameter combinations using a IGH dataset

The dataset IGH-48 was used to determine a range of feasible values for the parameters
population size and random material rate. The Hamming distances 38, 36, 34, 32 and 30 were
sequentially used as minimum distance for anchor sequences and various combinations of
population size (10, 100, 500 and 1000) and random material rates (10, 30, 50 and 100) were
tested. The results are summarized in tables 3.1 to 3.5.
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Table 3.1 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 38 for
the IGH-48 dataset (mean=61.94, standard deviation=0.9979).
HD38

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

61

60

61

61

R=30

62

61

62

63

R=50

62

63

62

63

R=100

62

64

62

62

Table 3.2 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 36 for
IGH-48 dataset (mean=92.56, standard deviation=1.3647).
HD36

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

89

91

90

92

R=30

92

92

90

92

R=50

91

94

91

92

R=100

91

94

93

91
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Table 3.3 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 34 for
IGH-48 dataset (mean=130.38, standard deviation=4.5734).
HD34

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

124

121

126

134

R=30

126

127

134

132

R=50

131

130

136

134

R=100

132

131

138

130

Table 3.4 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 32 for
IGH-48 dataset (mean=210.19, standard deviation=8.1176).
HD32

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

200

193

214

217

R=30

208

204

216

217

R=50

209

203

216

223

R=100

209

213

219

202
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Table 3.5 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 30 for
IGH-48 dataset (mean=382.375, standard deviation=16.2845).
HD30

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

361

356

381

395

R=30

375

376

394

397

R=50

375

387

399

407

R=100

377

393

394

351

For IGH-48 dataset, the standard deviation of result size increased gradually with the declined
values of the minimum anchor distance. Applying different parameter combinations to a shorter
anchor distance may have affected the generated number of anchors. Based on the above 5 groups
of results, the parameter combinations can generate the largest number of fitness anchors with
different minimum anchor distances were chosen as the combination candidates. Therefore,
according to this principle, the following 4 combinations of population size and random material
rate were used for further analysis of anchor quality: N=100/R=50, N=100/R=100, N =500/R=100,
N=1000/R=50.
The CCO was separately performed on the IGH-48 dataset using 4 different parameter
combinations and 5 different minimum Hamming distances (d=38, 36, 34, 32 and 30). For each
parameter combination, a total of 30 anchor sets was created and the Hamming distance of every
sequence to all anchors was calculated for all anchor sets. Ratios between the distance of a
sequence to its closest and second closest anchor were calculated and defined as ‘index stability
level’. Sequences with an index stability level equal 1 were defined as ‘ambiguous sequences’.
The percentages of ambiguous sequences are summarized in Figure 3.3. The percentage of
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ambiguous sequences varied markedly between different Hamming distance groups but less so
between population size and random material rate groups. Neither the mean nor the minimum
percentage of ambiguous sequences differed significantly between the 4 sets of parameter
combinations based on the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (p-value > 0.05).

Figure 3.3 Comparison of yielded ambiguous sequences after 4 parameter combinations with
varied minimum distances on IGH-48 dataset.
3.3.2

Exploration of optimal combinations using a TRB dataset

The effect of different parameter combinations on the number of ambiguous sequences was
explored using the largest TRB dataset (TRB-45). The same Hamming distance gradient,
population sizes and random material rates as with the IGH dataset were used. The results of the
anchor numbers generated under different parameter combinations are summarized in tables Table
3.6 to Table 3.10.
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Table 3.6 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 38 for
TRB-45 dataset (mean=59.56, standard deviation=0.7274).
HD38

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

59

58

59

58

R=30

60

59

60

60

R=50

60

60

60

60

R=100

60

60

60

60

Table 3.7 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 36 for
TRB-45 dataset (mean=61.75, standard deviation=0.7746).
HD36

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

62

61

62

62

R=30

62

62

61

62

R=50

61

63

61

63

R=100

61

61

61

63
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Table 3.8 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 34 for
TRB-45 dataset (mean=91.31, standard deviation=1.0782).
HD34

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

90

89

91

91

R=30

90

91

91

92

R=50

91

93

93

92

R=100

92

92

91

92

C

Table 3.9 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations of
the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 32 for
TRB-45 dataset (mean=125.63, standard deviation=1.4083).
HD32

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

125

124

127

126

R=30

125

125

126

129

R=50

127

126

125

125

R=100

125

125

127

123
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Table 3.10 A summary of the total number of anchor sequences based on different combinations
of the population size N and the random material rate R with the minimum Hamming distance 30
for TRB-45 dataset (mean=185.94, standard deviation=3.9576).
HD30

N=10

N=100

N=500

N=1000

R=10

180

178

182

188

R=30

187

184

187

188

R=50

185

187

188

194

R=100

189

185

190

183

The statistical result of TRB-45 dataset demonstrated the standard deviations were not changed
significantly with the decrease of the minimum anchor distances. Based on the same principle,
performing parameter combinations with the largest number of fitness anchors could be used for
TRB-45 dataset. As seen with the IGH-48 dataset, 2 types of combinations, N=100/R=50 and
N=1000/R=50, appeared again to yield most fitness anchors. The remaining two groups,
N=500/R=50, and N=1000/R=100, were selected for the next round of anchor quality assessment.
As done for the IGH-48 dataset, all 4 parameter combinations were tested with 5 minimum
Hamming distances (d=38, 36, 34, 32 and 30) using the CCO algorithm. The percentage of
ambiguous sequences is summarized in Figure 3.4. When comparing the mean and minimum
percentage of ambiguous sequences, no significant difference was found between any of the 4
different parameter combinations based on the one-way ANOVA (p value > 0.05).
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of yielded ambiguous sequences after 4 parameter combinations with
varied minimum distances on TRB-45 dataset.

3.4 Discussion
When exploring 4 different combinations of population size and random material rate on 2
datasets, IGH-48 and TRB-45, no significant differences in the mean and minimum number of
ambiguous sequences were found. It is speculated that both datasets are possibly not affected by
the parameter combinations when using the CCO to generate anchor sequences. One limitation of
these analyses is that all results were generated using a single CCO seed for both datasets. A second
limitation is that only four, arbitrarily chosen population size and random material rate
combinations were tested. To further substantiate these results, other parameter combinations and
random seeds would need to be assessed. Considering the running time, smaller parameter
combinations such as, N=100/R=50, took less time than larger parameter combinations such as
N=1000/R=100, especially when manipulating the CCO on a large-scale dataset. Figures 3.3 and
3.4 illustrate the inverse relationship between minimum Hamming distance and percentage of
ambiguous sequences. If a large minimum Hamming distance was used, the percentage of
ambiguous sequences was small and vice versa. When comparing the 2 datasets, the TRB-45
dataset had a lower percentage of ambiguous sequences than the IGH-48 dataset regardless of
which minimum distance and parameter combination was used. This suggests that the sequences
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themselves might differ between the two datasets and that these differences may influence the
process of selecting anchor sets. And considering the different size of 2 datasets (IGH-48 with
48395 sequences vs TRB-45 with 12755 sequences, different number of sequences in both datasets
may also have an effect of the selecting anchors. Obviously, more datasets based on varied lengths
of CDR3 sequences from IGH and TRB database should be tested to verify if the entire repertoire
itself doesn’t rely the parameter combination. If so, the process of the CCO generating anchor
sequences could be accelerated with a smaller population size and random material rate, which
may make sense to large-scale screening out anchor sequences from AR repertoire.
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Chapter 4:

Development of pipelines for large-scale clustering

4.1 General pipeline design principles
Two anchor indexing system pipelines were designed in this study for the large-scale clustering
antigen receptor sequences. The main design principle was to apply the point packing algorithm
introduced in chapter 3 to partition large datasets iteratively with multiple anchor sets constructed
with a descending distance gradient. More specifically, anchor sequences that were selected in
each round as nodes and leaves, were used to build a tree structure until no new anchors needed to
be generated. The criterion for stopping the partitioning process was that the individual sets of data
in the finest partition were now small enough that comparing a test sequence to all members of the
partition was fast. The advantage of data partitioning is that sequences are compared to a small
number of anchors in each layer of the tree-structured index, rather than the entire database, which
improves the efficiency significantly.
The pipelines in this thesis are shell-based and integrated with C++, Perl and R programming. C++
was used as the core algorithm for generating anchors and Perl as well as R languages were used
for calculations and statistical analysis of genetic distances between sequences and anchors. Based
on the number of used anchor sets, anchor indexing pipelines can be derived through two methods:
a single anchor set indexing system and a multiple anchor set indexing system. The single anchor
indexing system method uses one set of anchors per layer, while the multiple anchor indexing
system pipeline uses the combination from multiple anchor sets to assign sequences to clusters.
Both methods can be viewed as inverted trees with anchor sequences being nodes and a descending
anchor distance gradient for each layer.
Overall, anchor indexing system pipelines can incrementally break up large-scale sequence data
into reasonably sized subsets, which limits the pairwise comparison to the sets of sequences at the
terminal level of the index. Both single and multiple anchor indexing systems can return all the
tree information including anchor labels, anchor sequences, layer numbers and the cluster results.
On the other hand, new sequences can be added to a clustered dataset by comparing new sequences
with existing anchor sequences rather than the entire database. This method does not only achieve
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quick positioning but also relieves the computation burden of recalculating pairwise distances for
all sequences in the dataset.
4.1.1

Single anchor set indexing system

The single anchor indexing pipeline starts from setting up an initially larger anchor distance that
guarantee the anchors can separate input sequences well. In this pipeline, the starting anchor
distance was set to the input sequence length. Incrementally, one was subtracted until at least one
anchor set with at least 2 anchors was found. Subsequently, the anchor quality was evaluated as
the CCO core algorithm could return a total of 30 anchor sets per round but only one anchor set is
needed per layer of the indexing scheme. A Perl program was used to calculate the ratio of the
genetic distance to the closest anchor divided by the genetic distance to the second closest anchor
for every sequence. A total of 30 result files, one per anchor set, were created in the process.
Subsequently, a R program was used to determine the number of ambiguous sequences, i.e.
sequences with equal distance to the two closest anchors (chapter 3) per file. The optimal anchor
set was chosen based on the minimum number of ambiguous sequences and sequences were
grouped based on the index number of the closest anchor. In this context, the index number refers
to the order number of every anchor in the anchor set. If a sequence had an equal distance to the 2
closest anchors, it was labeled ambiguous. Thus, by repeating the above process with a gradually
decreasing anchor distance on each anchor-indexed subset, the entire database can be broken up
into subsets under a designed threshold on size. Pairwise comparisons of genetic distances can
then be performed on these subsets at the terminal level. The details of the pipeline are shown in
Figure 4.1.
4.1.2

Multiple anchor set indexing system

In contrast to the single anchor set indexing system, the multiple anchor set indexing system uses
combined anchor coordinates from multiple anchor sets as an index for each subset. In order to
build anchor coordinates, the multiple anchor indexing system requires at least existing the
designed number of “multiple” anchor sets from total generated 30 anchor sets of each round and
assures every candidate anchor set to have at least 2 anchors as the precondition of running this
pipeline. For example, a designated two anchor set indexing system will need at least generated 2
anchor sets for each round and every anchor set is required to have no less than two anchors.
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Similar to the single anchor set indexing system, the multiple anchor indexing pipeline also starts
from an optimal anchor distance by continuously performing the value of sequence length minus
one until at least designed “multiple” number of anchor sets can be generated and with at least 2
anchors for each set. For all 30 anchor sets, distance ratio calculations of every sequence to its
closest and second closest anchors were carried out after every round of the CCO algorithm using
the same Perl program that was used for the single anchor set indexing scheme. However, the R
program for selecting the number of optimal anchor sets was modified for the multiple anchor set
indexing system. This was necessary because a two-dimensional coordinate type requires R to
return 2 anchor sets with the lowest and the second lowest percentage of ambiguous sequences,
respectively.
The chosen anchor sets were ordered by increasing percentage of ambiguous sequences and used
to assign every sequence with the index number of its closest anchor or ‘ambiguous’ label. If a
three anchor indexing systems was used, then every sequence was assigned a combination of index
numbers, index number and ‘ambiguous’ label, or ‘ambiguous’ labels only forming a threedimensional coordinate. For example, a sequence that was closest to the second anchor in the first
anchor set and closest to the first anchor in the second anchor set and was equidistant from two
anchors in the third anchor set would be assigned the coordinate ‘2, 1, A’. These multi-coordinate
labelled sequences were then clustered based on their coordinate using a Perl program. This
process is performed iteratively with a descending anchor distance for each multi-coordinate
labelled subset until all subsets meet a maximum size threshold. Finally, pairwise comparisons of
genetic distances are performed for every terminal subset. Figure 4.2 shows a flow chart of the
pipeline’s components.
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Figure 4.1 Visualization of single anchor indexing system pipeline workflow.
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Figure 4.2 Visualization of multiple anchor indexing system pipeline workflow.
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4.2 Applying anchor set indexing pipelines to AR datasets
4.2.1

Pipeline parameters

Random number seed
The Conway’s crossover operator, the core algorithm for selecting anchor sequences from datasets
for both types of indexing schemes, needs to generate a certain number of random sequences from
datasets to shuffle the selected sequences in each round. Random number seeds are used to produce
a series of pseudorandom numbers. Varying the random seed creates different sequences of
random numbers. Changing the random number seed for the CCO affects the introduced random
sequences and results in different final anchor sequences. In fact, in this thesis, no matter which
type of anchor indexing system, generated anchors all will be used for constructing anchor trees
and contribute as these trees’ nodes and leaves. In this study, anchor trees were assessed based on
their stability and subset size at the terminal level. As for the question of the evaluation of tree’s
quality, like which tree of generated anchors can represent the dataset at best, this still needs to be
explored in future study.
Distance gradient
In both anchor set indexing schemes, distance gradient appears before the quantity evaluation of
selected anchors. The initial minimum anchor distance was set to input sequence length minus one
and was reduced by one base pair until enough satisfied candidate anchor sets were first generated
for different indexing systems. Once sequences have been grouped based on these generated
indexing labels, the distance gradient will be applied to the next round of anchor selection by
decreasing anchor distance for new smaller sized subsets. An appropriate gradient can prompt the
large-scale datasets to break down quickly and allow anchors to be more distinct among different
layers. At the same time, the length of input sequences is another factor to be considered in distance
gradient design. The experiment datasets in this chapter, IGH-48 and TRB-45, are no longer than
50 bp length. Obviously, a larger gradient isn’t more feasible for these short sequence lengths, so
3 bp was chosen as a test for the distance gradient of anchor selections after the initial stage.
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Size threshold
The size threshold (T) not only restricts the number of sequences in anchor-indexed subsets but
also determines the termination of both pipelines. Similar to the distance gradient, this parameter
is crucial for run time and speed. Specifically, limiting the size of subsets at the terminal level
results in fewer pairwise comparisons, which in turn reduces computational cost. By selecting
smaller subsets, the internal clustering thresholds for separating closely related sequences and
dissimilar sequences can be detected more easily. On the other hand, it is not feasible to use a very
small value for the cluster size threshold as the determinant if terminal subset size appropriate is
also coupled with the decrease of anchor distance. If a very small value was chosen as size
threshold for a shorter length of dataset, one extreme result would be the size of subsets always
can’t be satisfied with the drop of anchor distance until it has decreased to 0. A small cluster size
threshold will increase the pipeline’s run time but reduce the number of pairwise comparisons, the
latter of which is the more important consideration.
4.2.2

Applying the anchor set indexing pipelines to the IGH-48 and TRB-45 datasets

In this section, two types of anchor set indexing systems were applied to the IGH-48 and TRB-45
datasets. More specifically, a two-anchor set indexing system and a three-anchor set indexing
system were compared against a single anchor set indexing system using two, three and onedimensional coordinates, respectively. For both datasets, the same values were used for
parameters, such as population size N, random material rate R, initial distance gradient, distance
gradient and size threshold T. Compared to other parameters, distance gradients are more easily
determined because they are defined by the sequence length of the tested datasets. Given the
differing lengths of the two datasets, 48 bp and 45 bp, the initial anchor distance was set to the
sequence length minus 1 bp and the distance gradient was set to 3 bp in the process once the initial
anchor distance had been determined.
The combination of the other 3 parameters fine-tune the CCO core algorithm and define the
pipeline’s run time and results. Based on the results of chapter 3, varying the combinations of
population size N and random material rate R did not significantly affect the number of ambiguous
sequences when using the same random number seed. But a smaller combination of values, like
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N=100/R=50, does make the speed of the whole pipeline faster than a bigger combination value,
like N=1000/R=50, as the dataset is progressively broken up to the designated size threshold of
terminal subsets. Two parameter combinations, N=100/R=50/T=200 and N=100/R=20/T=400,
were tested on both datasets. The former combination served as a more stringent standard
compared to the latter.

4.3 Pipeline running results and analysis
4.3.1

Comparison of running time

Table 4.1 is a comparison of run time for the 3 different methods of anchor set indexing pipelines
for both datasets using an Intel® Core™i5 2.7 GHz 2 Cores CPU 8G RAM configuration. The run
time for both datasets is shorter than the run time for the pairwise comparisons of the entire dataset
using the SHARCnet platform (chapter 2). However, when both pipelines were re-run with the
same configurations using development nodes and job submitting through the orca node of
SHARCnet, run time and results were not reproducible. When applying the same parameters and
random seed of the single anchor indexing system on IGH-48 dataset, different run times and
anchor results were obtained every time. In contrast, reproducible results were obtained through
job submitting, but as seen with the development nodes, the run time was even longer than the run
time using the configuration specified above.
In general, the run time was significantly lower when compared to the pairwise sequence
comparison on the entire dataset. Furthermore, when comparing 2 parameter combinations, the
stringent parameter combination (N=100/R=50/T=200) required more than 3 times the run time
than the relaxed parameter combination (N=100/R=20/T=400) for 3 different anchor indexing
schemes (Table 4.1 and Table 4.2).
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Table 4.1 Comparison of running time on 3 methods of anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset
and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters (population size N=100, random material rate
R=50 and size threshold T=200).

Datasets with
parameters
(N=100,R=50,T=200)

IGH-48 dataset

Single anchor

Multiple anchor

Multiple anchor

(One-dimensional
coordinate)

(Two-dimensional
coordinate)

(Three-dimensional
coordinate)

indexing system

indexing system

indexing system

2h2mins

1h19mins

1h14mins

44mins

29mins

27mins

(48395 sequences)
TRB-45 dataset
(12755 sequences)

Table 4.2 Comparison of running time on 3 methods of anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset
and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters (population size N=100, random material rate
R=20 and size threshold T=400).

Datasets with
parameters
(N=100,R=20,T=400)

IGH-48 dataset

Single anchor

Multiple anchor

Multiple anchor

(One-dimensional
coordinate)

(Two-dimensional
coordinate)

(Three-dimensional
coordinate)

indexing system

indexing system

indexing system

34mins

25mins

18mins

11mins

8mins

6mins

(48395 sequences)
TRB-45 dataset
(12755 sequences)
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4.3.2

Evaluation of anchor trees

The anchor indexing systems results in a tree-like structure of all anchor information including
anchor labels and layer numbers. Anchor labels in each layer represent the tree’s nodes. The first
node is referred to the root node; anchors in the terminal level are called leaf nodes because they
do not have children nodes as they meet the size threshold and do not need additional partitioning.
The layer numbering starts with one on the root node and ends with the leaf nodes. The structure
of an anchor tree is evaluated by counting the average number of leaf nodes in the tree with the
equation below:
∑(𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 × 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟)
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 + 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
The calculation of average number of leaf nodes in the anchor tree was performed for both datasets
based on the results of the three pipeline methods with the two parameter combinations
N=100/R=50/T=200 and N=100/R=20/T=400, respectively. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4
demonstrate the distribution of the number of leaf nodes in each layer of the 2 datasets for the three
pipeline methods. The number of average leaf nodes are summarized in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4.
Except for the two-dimensional coordinate system with (N=100/R=50/T=200) and threedimensional coordinate with (N=100/R=20/T=400), there was an increased number of leaf nodes
at the 9th layer and 7th layer in the TRB-45 dataset. The rest of the leaf node distribution plots all
illustrate a downward trend of leaf numbers since the peak values arrive. In general, the layer
number corresponding to the peak value of the curve and the total layer numbers all decrease with
the increments of anchor dimension except IGH-48 dataset using a three-dimensional coordinate
system with (N=100/R=20/T=400) showing both the peak’s corresponding layer number and the
total layers increase. The mean of these average leaf nodes based different methods and parameters
on 2 datasets is 5.5 and the standard deviation is 0.36. In general, the average leaf nodes in each
constructed anchor tree of 2 datasets didn’t show a significant variance based on 2 parameter
combinations.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of leaf nodes distribution of each layer on 3 methods of anchor indexing
system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters (population size
N=100, random material rate R=50 and size threshold T=200).
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of leaf nodes distribution of each layer on 3 methods of anchor indexing
system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters (population size
N=100, random material rate R=20 and size threshold T=400).
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Table 4.3 Comparison of average leaf nodes results after 3 methods of anchor indexing system for
IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters (population size N=100, random
material rate R=50 and size threshold T=200).
Single anchor

Multiple anchor

Multiple anchor

(One-dimensional
coordinate)

(Two-dimensional
coordinate)

(Three-dimensional
coordinate)

indexing system

indexing system

indexing system

IGH-48 dataset

6.06

5.66

5.42

TRB-45 dataset

5.96

5.61

5.35

Datasets with
parameters
(N=100,R=50,T=200)

Table 4.4 Comparison of average leaf nodes results after 3 methods of anchor indexing system for
IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters (population size N=100, random
material rate R=20 and size threshold T=400).
Single anchor

Multiple anchor

Multiple anchor

(One-dimensional
coordinate)

(Two-dimensional
coordinate)

(Three-dimensional
coordinate)

indexing system

indexing system

indexing system

IGH-48 dataset

5.92

5.26

5.07

TRB-45 dataset

5.46

5.42

4.86

Datasets with
parameters
(N=100,R=20,T=400)
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4.3.3

Exploration of clustering thresholds

As mentioned above, clustering threshold helps us confirm if sequences are functionally related
that can recognize the same epitope to define a real “epitope-specific” cluster. In order to explore
the specific clustering thresholds of IGH-48 and TRB-45 datasets, the assessment of Hamming
distances (HDs) by pairwise comparison was performed based on the results after 3 methods from
anchor indexing pipelines. HDs were calculated on all threshold sized subsets at the terminal level
and these pairwise comparison results from every subset were further combined into one file before
the density distribution analysis. The HD distribution results of 3 pipeline methods of 2 datasets
all show bimodal distributions in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 and especially distinct on TRB-45
dataset. The observed minimum HD value between 2 peaks was defined as the clustering threshold
for each bimodal distribution result. Both datasets, IGH-48 and TRB-45, showed HD 7 as the cut
off to separate closely related sequences and dissimilar ones through 3 pipeline methods with size
threshold 200 and random material rate 50 in Figure 4.5. A slightly difference occurred on threedimensional coordinate method with IGH-48 dataset based on size threshold 400 and random
material 20, which shows the HD 8 was the cut off between 2 peaks, not like HD 7 showed in other
results in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.5 The combined-subset Hamming distance density distribution results from 3 methods
of anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters
(population size N=100, random material rate R=50 and size threshold T=200).
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Figure 4.6 The combined-subset Hamming distance density distribution results from 3 methods
of anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters
(population size N=100, random material rate R=20 and size threshold T=400).
At the same time, clustering threshold were also detected through carrying out intra-subset random
pairwise comparisons on each dataset. In this method, the HDs were calculated by random picking
2 sequences from one random subset at the terminal level and repeat the random picking process
for 10,000 times to observe the density distribution again on 3 methods of pipelines. The results
in Figure 4.7 illustrate similar bimodal distribution models like the exploration on combined-subset
HD density distribution, though the clustering thresholds showed slightly fluctuated. Three cutoffs are HD 6,5 and 7 in 3 methods of IGH-48 dataset, and HD 7,7 and 8 in TRB-dataset with the
parameter

combinations

(N=100/R=50/T=200).

But

for

the

parameter

combinations

(N=100/R=20/T=400), 6 random results all showed HD 7 as the clustering threshold consistently.
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Figure 4.7 The intra-subset Hamming distance density distribution results from 3 methods of
anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters
(population size N=100, random material rate R=50 and size threshold T=200).
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Figure 4.8 The intra-subset Hamming distance density distribution results from 3 methods of
anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters
(population size N=100, random material rate R=20 and size threshold T=400).
On the other hand, a similar random picking process was used to verify the inter-subset clustering
results. The calculation of HDs was performed by random picking one sequences from one random
threshold restricted subset every time and also repeating the process for 10,000 times to observe
the HD density distributions of 2 datasets. The inter-subset results of HD analysis in Figure 4.9
shows similar normal distributions and suggests the terminal-leveled subsets have a certain degree
of distinction on sequence similarity based on 2 parameter combinations. However, the result
based on parameter combination (N=100/R=20/T=400) in Figure 4.10 shows a slightly bimodal
distribution on TRB-45 dataset of 3 pipeline methods, which may suggest that these loose
parameters may not able to divide the entire dataset as well as the stringent combination
(N=100/R=50/T=200) with a higher level to generate more distinct subsets.
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Figure 4.9 The inter-subset Hamming distance density distribution results from 3 methods of
anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters
(population size N=100, random material rate R=50 and size threshold T=200).
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Figure 4.10 The inter-subset Hamming distance density distribution results from 3 methods of
anchor indexing system for IGH-48 dataset and TRB-45 dataset with designated parameters
(population size N=100, random material rate R=20 and size threshold T=400).

4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, designated parameters, population size N, random material rate R and size
threshold T, determine the whole running time of different methods of pipeline systems together.
It can be seen that the stringent parameter combinations in general have longer running time than
the loose parameter combination. More specific, multiple anchor (both two-dimensional and threedimensional coordinate) indexing systems have shorter running time than single anchor (onedimensional coordinate) indexing system and three methods with 2 types of parameter
combinations have concluded almost the same clustering threshold from the terminal subsets based
on the pairwise comparisons of genetic distance. Multiple anchor indexing system also performed
the lowest value of average leaf nodes in its anchor trees. The above results may suggest that
multiple anchor indexing system is a fast method to detect potential clustering threshold with a
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feasible parameter combination, since this method with a smaller random material rate and a bigger
size threshold may not offer an accuracy value of clustering threshold.
The indexing systems in the end return all the anchor tree information including anchor labels,
anchor sequences, layer number and the cluster results, further permitting more new sequencing
data with the same length to be added into the clustered datasets by comparing them with the
existing anchors only. Obviously, high quality of anchor nodes is needed to fulfill the above
objective. One possible problem that may influence the nodes quality is the selected anchor sets in
multiple anchor indexing system. Although multiple anchor indexing system can achieve multiple
sets of anchors, it can’t not guarantee distinct distance differences of all anchors. To be specific,
anchors in one anchor set have assigned minimum distance limitation, but anchors from another
set may only be 1-2bp different from the anchors in the last set. In this situation, combined anchor
coordinate can’t represent anchor tree’s nodes well contrasted to another type of coordinate that
are totally from different anchors. Instead, single anchor indexing system won’t have this problem
as every node only needs one anchor, but the compromise is running time.
One controversial point in this chapter is about running these pipeline systems on orca host of
SHARCnet platform. The performance based on the same configuration of development node
(AMD® Opteron® 2.2 GHz, 24 Cores CPU and 32G RAM) and job submitting function (Intel®
Xeon® 2.6Ghz ,24 cores CPU and 32G RAM) not only demonstrated extremely unstable and
longer running time but also returned different results even with the same random number seed.
The possible explanation is that SHARCnet platform is based on multiple nodes to perform the
task, where every node can be seen as one single device. Every time the task is assigned to random
one or multiple nodes, which makes the generated pseudorandom number differently through
different nodes even if they use the same random number seed. On the other hand, anchor indexing
system shows a stable feature of running time and clustering results and has been tested as an
offline friendly clustering tools for large scale datasets.

4.5 Conclusion
The anchor indexing system pipeline provides a significantly faster clustering solution than the
current golden standard based on pairwise comparisons, and this strategy has been tested
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effectively on large-scale database, like AR repertoires. With the C++ programming as the core
algorithm, the pipeline shows a user-friendly feature for off-line computation because of the lowlevel memory consumption, making the running speed been significantly improved. The flexibility
of choosing different anchor indexing types could also offer more selections of generating varied
coordinate formats and constructing varied anchor indexing trees. Through these constructed
indexing trees, new sequences can be added to a clustered dataset by comparison with existing
anchor nodes to achieve quick positioning and circumvent calculation large scale calculation
effectively. Performing pairwise comparison on divided smaller subsets at terminal level makes
the clustering threshold of clonally related AR sequences easier to be detected than the entire
databases.

4.6 Future directions
As mentioned in the discussion, selected anchors from multiple anchor indexing pipeline may exist
high similarity between anchor sets, which result the possible anchor combination losing its
meaning of representative as they are essentially just 1-2 bps differences. Apart from the
improvement of the core algorithm, the pipeline systems also need to be developed and enhanced.
Anchor indexing system pipelines now work as an independent system that need to be called
separately depending on assigned anchor indexing type. In future, an interactive interface could be
implanted in the pipeline system to make users choose their designated anchor coordinate types
via standard input. Of course, the visualization of anchor tree structure is also taken into considered
in a future design.
In this study, we can’t answer which anchor tree can represent the most accurate information of
the whole datasets. The resulting anchor information is influenced by many factors such as random
number seed, distance gradient and parameters like population size, random material rate and size
threshold. Even multiple combinations of these factors together all complicate the experiment
process further. Effective standards of measurement about the whole anchor trees need to be set
up. Ideally, the standard could be used to select a set of whole anchor representatives that at most
profile the entire database. Through these featured anchor nodes, new added sequencing data could
be positioned in a more accuracy way. More specifically, we hope this system can help us detect
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and define epitope-specific AR sequences. Representative anchor trees could be constructed based
on the same pathogen type and used to profile relative disease’s clonal lineage in future.
It is true that the experiments in this thesis only use very limited datasets to do some basic
exploration about clustering results and clustering threshold. More parameter combinations and
random number seeds need to be tested on different lengths of IGH and TRB datasets. Questions,
such as if the anchor tree structures have significant variance on stability based on different
parameter combinations, if different but close lengths of AR sequences under the same pathogen
condition also exist common clustering threshold, and if the clustering threshold is datasetspecific, are waiting to be tackled in the future.
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Appendix
S.1 Hamming distance density distribution plots for IGH samples with CDR3
lengths of 48bp
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S.2 Hamming distance density distribution plots for IGH samples with CDR3
lengths of 45 bp
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S.3 Hamming distance density distribution plots for TRB samples with CDR3
lengths of 45 bp
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S.4 Hamming distance density distribution plots for TRB samples with CDR3
lengths of 42 bp
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